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RANDOM ACTS OF CANINE-NESS WITH CANNABIS 

 

DENVER, COLORADO (February 9, 2017) - has a new artisanal CBD dog treat manufacturer 

to enter the growing cannabis industry. The founder of the Company is a 

graduate of the Culinary Institute of America with a decade plus of high end 

experience from New York to Las Vegas, and is a huge proponent of 

responsible entrepreneurship and “random acts of canine-ness.” 

 

This is a family owned company whose aim is to promote pet wellness though 

and all-natural artisanal tasty treat.  Bark Avenue believes that dogs should 

enjoy food good enough for humans; and that’s why they carefully select 

ingredients from North America, fashion their tasty morsels in small batches with no additives or 

artificial preservatives. The company also makes regular donation to Max Fund (a local no kill 

shelter in the Denver Metro Area). Our Chef/ Founder is also a volunteer rescue diver at the 

Downtown Denver Aquarium, a chef instructor for Cooking Matters Colorado which is part of the 

national No Kid Hungry Program, and a volunteer with the Retriever Rescue Organization of 

Colorado. 

 

“We chose Super Zoo to launch our product onto the national stage because of its attendance size,” 

said Jennifer Chiongbian, Founder of Bark Avenue CBD Dog Treats. “More importantly to seize 

the opportunity to educate pet retailers and the general public on the benefits of cannabidiol (CBD) 

as an alternative all-natural pet treatment, and debunk the myths from the facts and clear up some 

confusion about marijuana versus hemp.” 
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The cannabinoids in the marijuana plant can provide powerful medicinal value when a full 

spectrum oil is used, which ensures the inclusion of all the beneficial compounds so the pet doesn’t 

miss out on any of the benefits, also known as the “Entourage Effect”.  

If a pet is dealing with certain chronic illnesses, this all natural treatment may be the perfect natural 

solution for: 

 

 Seizure     

 Inflammation 

 Gastro Intestinal Problems 

 Anxiety/ Stress 

 Pain 

 Limping 

 End of Life Care 

 Arthritis 

 Cancer 

 Poor Appetite 

 Vomiting 

 

 

 Degenerative Joint Disease 

 

 

“These CBD treats are great! My dog is doing so much better! I would like 

to buy a case or larger amount! He’s an old dog and I would like him to 

be as comfortable as possible and this is the only thing that is helping 

him!”-Candy D.    

 

Currently, these specialty products can be found at local Colorado marijuana dispensaries and 

retail pet outlets.  

 

Company contact information and additional pet related articles pertaining to CBD; third party oil 

testing results; online store and product specifics can be found at: www.barkavenue.co  

Distribution Opportunities: info@barkavenue.co   / 800-303-6174 

 

Bark Avenue is a purveyor of gourmet CBD dog treats for all breed sizes, along with a hip and 

joint specialty formula. 
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